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Abstract

We have searched for inclusive signatures of polarization in hadronic jets
from 2° + q~ decays using the ‘jet handedness’ method. We exploited the
large polar angle asymmetry induced by the high SLC electron beam polar-

ization to select samples of quark jets and antiquark jets, expected to be left-
and right-polarized respectively. We tind no evidence for jet handedness in

our global sample and set a preliminary upper fimit of 770 at 95% C.L. on the

magnitude df the analyzing power of this technique. We have used the SLD

vertex detect or to exclude events containing heavy (b, c) quarks, in which the

handedness is expected to be smti due to the dominance of decays of spirdess

mesons. We find no evidence for jet handedness in this Mgh-pmity sample

of fight (u, d and s) quark jets, and set a pre~nary upper firnit of 1170

on the magnitude of the analyzing power in this case. We have investigated

several dt ernative definitions of jet handedness in an attempt to optimize the
analyzing power. We tid no evidence of jet handedness by any method.
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1 Introduction

The transport of parton polarization through the hadronization process is of fun-
damental interest in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). It is at present an open
question whether the polarization of a parton produced in a hard cofision is observ-
able via the find-stat e fragmentation products in its resdting jet. The 2° resonance
is an ided place to study this issue as the quarks in 2° ~ q~ decays are predicted
to be highly Iongitudindy polarized in the Standard Model (SM). 2° bosons are
produced at the SLAC Linear CoKder (SLC) in co~sions of polarized electrons with
unpolarized positrons and the SM predicts a large difference in polar angle distribu-

tions between quarks and antiquarks. This provides an unbiased separation of quark

and antiquark jets, which are predicted to have opposite polarization. A method of

observing this polarization might be dev~oped at e+ e– co~ders, and could then be

appfied to samples of jets res~ting from lepton-hadron or hadron-hadron cofisions,

elucidating the spin dynamics of such cofisions.

Nachtmann [1] and more recently Efremov ei al. [2] have speculated that the
underlying parton polarization may be observable semi-inclusively via a triple prod-
u~t of track momenta in a jet. Arguing that parton fragmentation may resemble
an n-body strong decay, they note that the simplest parity-conserving and spin-
dependent amphtude has the form: M m d . (~ x ~), where & are 3-momenta of
two suitably chosen decay products, & is the spin of the decaying particle, and the
triple product is cdcdated in the rest fiarne of the decaying particle. For a jet, an
analogous triple product O may be defined:

where ~ is a unit vector
_ longitudinally polarized

Q=;.(&x&)

along the jet axis, corresponding+to the~spin direction of a
parton which produced the jet, kl and kz are the momenta

of two particles in the jet chosen by some prescription, e.g. the two fastest particles,

and the csdculation is done in some rest frame. In an~ogy with the strong decay of

the al meson, it is argued [3] that a sign~ might be mtimized for triplets of pions

nearby in rapidity in which an oppositely charged pair has invariant mass near the

p mass. The unpaired track along with the oppositely charged track in the pair
would then be used to calculate ~ in the 3-pion rest frame. It is dso argued that a
polarization signal is more fikely to be visible in leading tracks.

Recently Ryskin proposed [4] a model of the transport of parton polarization in
the context of a string fragmentation scheme. In this model a spinning quark or
antiquark at the end of an expanding color-string emits a color magnetic dipole field,
which can interact with the q~ pairs created in string breaks. Since the q and ~ have
opposite momentum transverse to the string direction and opposite color charge, this
interaction imparts equal momentum kicks perpendicular to the plane cent aining the
~tring a~d their original pt.
kl and kz are the momenta
breaku~:

.

This results in a nonzero ~ in the laboratory frame if
of two hadrons containing quarks from the same string
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A jet may be defined as left-( right-) handed if Q crdculated by some method
is negative (positive). For an ensemble of jets the handedness is defined as the
asymmetry in the number of left- and right-handed jets:

It can then be asserted that H = aP, where P is the average polarization of the
underlying partons in the ensemble of jets, and a is the anrdyzing power of the
met hod. The polarization of an outgoing fermion ~ in e+ e– ~ 2°4 ~~ is given at
tree level in the Standard Model [51by

Af(l +COS28) + 2AZ COS8
Pj(8) = –

1 + 2AfAz COS$ + COS2@ ‘
(2)

where Az = (Ae + P.-)/(l + A=P=-), Af are the SM asymmetries, (Ae = –0.16,
A“ = –0.67 and A. = –0.94), P=- is the polarization of the electron beam and e

is the polar angle of the outg~lng fermion with respect to the electron beam. The

oitgoing antiferrnion has opposite polarization, Pi(e) = —Pf(e + m). In hadronic
events it is therefore necessary to distinguish quark from antiquark jets in order to
measure a handedness signal.

One way ar~und ~his is to order the tracks used in the triple product by charge,
i.e. Q = ~. (k+ x k_). This has the effect of flipping the sign of Q in antiquark

jets t.o be the same as in quark jets of the same flavor. The up- and down-type

quarks have opposite charges, however the net effective parton polarization, PChg=
2-RUAU– 3RdA~ = 0.39, where Rj is the fraction of hadronic 2° decays into j~, is
large since there are more down-type quarks in 2° decays and their SM asymmetry
is larger. For large electron beam polarizations, the net polarization of partons is

I independent of flavor, but depends on e, P@ = —2AZ cos e/(1+ COS2e), and is large,

reaching 0.71 (0.51) at large cos e for the 1993 SLC beam polarization of –(+)0.62.

This ~ternative provides the important cross-checks that measured polarization

of jets in tb forward and backward hemispheres with respect to the electron beam

direction should have opposite sign for a given beam polarization, and that measured

polarizations should change in both sign and magnitude for negatively vs. positively

polarized electron beam.

here we present the preliminary results of a search for handedness using the

methods suggested in [2, 3], which we ~so gener~ze to use a larger number of the

tracks in each jet. We then present an ~ternative an~ysis foflowing [4]. In each

case we have used both the charge-signed and polarized methods of defining jet

handedness, and have varied cuts over wide ranges. In addition, we have divided

our data cleardy into samples of fight (u, d, S) and heavy (h, c) quark events according

to the method described in [6]. A handedness sign~ may be diluted in heavy quark

events, since most leading tracks are from the decays of spi~ess mesons, and Dtitz

ei al. have concluded [7] that any effect resulting from D* or B* decays should be

very smd. --
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2 Experimental Method

The SLD is a multi-purpose detector and is described in [8]. The analysis presented
here is based on charged tracks measured in the central drift chamber and vertex
detector. Tracks were required to have (i) a closest approach to the beam tis within
5 cm, and within 10 cm along the beam tis of the measured interaction point; (ii) a
polar angle 6 with respect to the beam tis with Icos 81 <0.80, and (iii) a minimum
momentum transverse to this axis of pl > 150 MeV/c. Events were required to
contain a minimum of five such tracks, a thrust [9] tis direction with respect to
the beam axis, 8T, within Icos ~Tl < 0.71, and a minimum charged visible energy
E“i~ >20 GeV, where d tracks were assigned the charged pion mass.

Two-jet events were selected using the JADE clustering algorithm [10] at yc”~=
0.03, and the jet acofinearity angle was required to be less than 20°. From our 1993
data sample 30,314 events passed these cuts, of which 17,438 were assigned to the
fight quark sample.

2.1 Method A

FoHowing [3] we first considered the three highest momentum tracks in each jet in

their rest frame as long as they had net charge Al. The invariant mass of both

opposite charge ptirs was required to be in the range 0.6 < m < 1.6 GeV. The

tracks making up the higher mass pair were used to c~culate Q.hg = ~ . (k; x k:)

and QW1 = ~. (k; x k;), where Ikl 1“-> lk2 I and ~ is the thrust axis signed so as to point

along the jet direction. The handedness was then calculated according to eqn. (1)

separately, in the case of the polarized an~ysis, for positive and negative electron

beam polarization and for forward (~z > O) and backward jets. The an~yzing power

was c~culated from a = H/P where the appropriate expected parton polarization

_ P was averaged over our acceptance in cos e for that sample. The an~yzing powers

of the four polarized samples were then combined. Preliminary results are sum-

marized in table-1. In ~ cases, the measured handeness and an~yzing power are

consist ent with zero. We therefore set upper timits at the 9570 confidence level on

the magnitide of the analyzing power, ~so shown in table 1. Au results were found

insensitive to variations in the event and track selection criteria.

We then gener~zed this method to use the Nlead fastest particles in each jet.

We considered ~ opposite charge pairs i,j among these N1..d particles, without

imposing mass cuts, and c~culated Q~hg and ~~1 for each ptir in the N~..d-particle

rest frame. The ~i~ were then averaged to give ~~~ and ~$. Figure 1 shows the
measured handedness as a function of N1.od for the fight quark sample using the
polarized method. In W cases the measured handedness is consistent with zero
and we set 95% upper fimits on the magnitude of the analyzing power, shown in
fig. 2a(b) for the charge-signed (polarized) method. The timits are similar to the
original analysis for Nl~~d ~ 10, where statistics begin to decrease.

-..
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Table

Expected Analyzing Power a (%)

Sample Polarization A~jets I Light Jets I Heavy Jets

Charge Signed: 0.39

Polarized:
Pe-<o, iz>o –0.43

Pe->o, iz>o +0.31

Pe-<o, iz<o +0.43

Pe->o, iz<o –0.31

Combined I

-2.7k2.O

2.2&4.4
-2.l&6.6

3.8&4.4
8.7*6.6

2.3*2.6

3.o&5.9 1.3* 6.8
-2.2k8.9 -2.0+ 10.2

4.6&5.9 2.9& 6.8

11.9&8.9 5.o& 10.2

4.1*3.5 0.5* 4.0

I I Upper Limit on Ial (%)

Charge Signed: 6.6 5.7 11.4
Pol. Combined: 7.3 11.0 8.3

1: Preliminary measured analyzing powers in % of jet handedness using

method A, and the associated upper fimits at 9570 C .L. on the magnitude.

2.2 Method B

FoUowing [4] we attempted to select pairs of tracks tikely to conttin quarks from the

same string breakup. In studies using the JETSET [11] Monte Carlo we found one

variable to be useful for this, namely the relative rapidity of tracks in a pair with

respect to the jet 6s. Requiring opposite charge does not improve the selection, but

was used in the charge-signed an~ysis. In each jet the tracks were ordered in rapidity

and assigned a number ni = l...na.ks,s, where n = 1 for the track with highest

- rapidity. We then required pairs of tracks i,j to have Ini —nj I < A and rn~(ni ,nj) ~

nrnax. Since the -sign~ is expected to increase with momentum transverse to the

thrust axis, we ~so required lPti I+ lPtj I > pO. We calculated ~~g and ~~ in the lab

frame for each pair passing the cuts and averaged them to obtain ~~et. The cuts,
A, n~.=, and pO were varied in an attempt to mtimize the handedness signal.

In no case do we find evidence for non-zero jet handedness. Figure 3 shows the
95% C.L. upper timit on the magnitude of the analyzing power a) vs. A and b) vs.
po. For loose cuts we again have hmits in the vicinity of 6% for the fu~ sample and
about 107o for the tight and heavy samples, however statistics are poor in the more
int cresting, high-p. region.

3 Conclusions

We have searched for evidence of parton polarization in hadronic 2° decays using
two jet handedness techniques and wide variation of parameters. In each case we
employed both charge-signed and polarized analyses, and sought signals in samples of

--
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fight and heavy quark jets as wefl as in the glob~ sample. We found no evidence for

a non-zero jet handedness by any method. We are continuing our investigation of jet

handedness, and look forward to more data with higher electron beam polarization

in upcoming runs.

Figure Captions

1.

2.

3.

Measured jet handedness vs. Nle.d for the fight quark sample and the polarized

method. In (a) ~e- = –0.62 and (b) ~e- = +0.62 the open squares are the

forward jets and the triangles are the backward jets.

95% C.L. upper timits on the magnitude of the an~yzing power of the jet

handedness method described in the text vs. Nlead for (a) the charge-signed

method and (b) the polarized method. In each case, the squares are for the

entire data sample and the circles and triangles are for the fight and heavy

quark sample respectively.

95% C.L. upper fimits on the magnitude of the an~yzing power of the jet

handedness method described in the text vs. (a,c) A and (b,d) po, for (a,b)
the charge-signed and (c,d) the polarized method. In each case, the squares

are for the entire data sample and the circles and trian~es are for the tight

and heavy quark sample respectively.
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